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Results
We collected a total of 15 beetles within this experiment, however we added one beetle from the 

BCLI Database to expand our data for better conclusions. Two of the sample collected were 

grubs. The grubs we identified were PPE-401 as Exomala pallidipennis while PPE-402 was an 

Exomala oreintalis. This beetle was originally native to Japan but traveled to the United States 

and other parts of the world. Two other interesting beetles were PPE-102 which was identified as 

Harpalus fanus and PPE-104 which was identified as Dorytomus parvicollis. All four of these 

species are being uploaded to NCBI database. 

Abstract 
Beetles were collected from two collection sites, one from a non pesticide yard and another from a yard 

that uses pesticides. We used the process of DNA extraction and barcoding to identify the beetles as well 

as compare and make conclusions about the samples we collected. 

Introduction
Barcoding of beetles is important because it allows us to know the biodiversity in an area. For example, if 

there's new modified species or invasive species in an area barcoding will help us identify it. Also, 

barcoding species allows for an identification of beetles that are harmful and/or helpful to the 

environment. An example of an invasive species that came to long island would be the southern pine 

beetle, thought to be brought up by hurricane sandy.
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PPE-401, PPE-402 and the sample from 

BCLI are all native to Japan but invasive 

in many regions throughout the USA. 5

This table shows us the clear similarities and 

difference between similar grubs in Japan and on Long 

Island. (fig 10)
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